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Abstract: We want to correct the spatial non-uniformity of a projector. The idea is to 

create maps per color level for the red, green and blue channels to describe the 
spatial intensity variation. Once created the maps are used to build look-up table 
(LUT) for correcting the pixel values of the image to be displayed. To do so we use a 
regular SLR camera and we compare hdr (i.e a multi-exposure image) and single 
exposure approaches to build these LUTs. This paper shows how to create and use 
hdr images for the purpose of spatial non-uniformity correction. 

Introduction 

When we project an image with a uniform color value to a screen it is possible that a 
human observer can perceive some spatial variation, mostly in intensity [1]. The 
correction of this non-uniformity improves the quality of the projected image or video. 
Because we assume variations only in intensity the camera is used as an intensity 
measuring device [3,4]. In our approach we use only the hdr images, or to say only 
the combine multi-exposure of a scene, we do not perform tone mapping since the 
camera is used as a measurement device. 

Experimental setups 

For each level of the reference ramp we need to take an hdr image. We follow the 
approach by [2] to create our hdr images: first we compute a relationship between the 
camera response (i.e. pixel values) and the time of exposure, then we construct the 
radiance image to create an hdr image with the help of the previously computed 
relationship. 

1) Camera calibration to obtain a transformation pixel value to radiance value. 
Several images of scene are taken with different exposures: 15s, 8s, 4s, 2s, 1s, 
1/2s, 1/4s, 1/8s, 1/15s and 1/30s with an aperture set at 8. The scene should 
include dark to bright areas such that the pixels values at the same spatial 
location will get different responses. Figure 1 is showing the reference scene for 
the camera calibration. The curves computed for the transformation pixel value 
to radiance value are shown in Figure 2. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2) A grayscale ramp is displayed and an hdr image is created for each entree of the 
ramp. Our test ramp is made of 5 levels: 0, 64, 128, 192 and 255. Figure 3 shows 
one of the multi-exposure pictures for a ramp level. Ten different exposures are 
use to build each hdr image using the same settings as in the procedure to 
compute the reference curves. 

3) We construct the hdr image based on the method in [1]. The final pixel value is 
the combination of the pixel at the different exposure using the curves in Figure 3 
and a weight function to reduce the noise (see Ref [2]). 

Figure 1 - The image shows our test scene from which we obtain the response curves in
the Figure 2. Only the pixel locations marked with a green square have been used. 



 

Figure 2 - Curves obtained from the pixel values selected in the image in Figure 1. 
The curves give the relation between the pixel value and the exposure time. 

 

Figure 3 - The picture above shows a grey image of the ramp at level 128 displayed 
by our projector and corresponding to one of the pictures taken at exposure time 2s 

for the creation of hdr image at this level. 
Results analysis  

From the series of ramp pictures we compare two approaches for combining them 
into one image per ramp level. One where we simply sum the series of pictures per 
ramp level as follows  10 5 1 30     (1) 

and a second where we use the exponential the computed hdr radiance image 

.        (2) 



Before to look at the different approaches we have compared, we can see in Figure 4 
why using only one exposure to compute the response curves is not precise enough. 
A too long exposure gives a saturated image, but provides some information about 
the spatial uniformity for a dark scene projected. And in a similar fashion a too short 
exposure reveals details in bright areas but not the variation in darker areas.  

It is a very common and known problem of camera which cannot measure in a single 
shot the same order of intensity magnitude that a human observer can perceive. 

In Figure 5 the right figure illustrates the spatial variations over the image when the 
ramp values increase, this using the hdr approach. As opposite the left figure in 
Figure 5 illustrates how the camera “corrects” the pixels values regarding of the 
exposure settings and how it is difficult to use directly the pixel values as 
measurement because of all the embedded processing and compression with the 
camera in normal use. As a result the simple summation approach does not reveal 
any strong spatial variations. 

The black dashed lines in Figure 5 and Figure 6 correspond to perfect gamma 
response curves. Based on the measurements we can for example map all the pixels 
to a response curve with a given shape and then correct the non-uniformity. The 
graphs in Figure 6 present the normalized version of the response curves in Figure 5 
and show interesting information: the spatial non-uniformity seems to appear mostly 
in intensity since the response curves for the three channels red, green and blue 
almost completely overlap. But only the measurements of the ramp with a color 
measurement device could confirm completely this observation. There is no 
guarantee that the camera sensors are “seeing” a color signal as the standard color 
matching functions (CMFs) defined by the CIE. 

Projectors are known to have a gamma shape for response curve when a linear step 
wedge ramp is measured. The gamma shape can be measured with a measuring 
device, but the hdr approach allows also revealing this particular shape (see in Figure 
6 dashed black line versus the normalized response curves). 

Once the response curves have been measured we can compute the correction 
LUTs. The black dashed lines in Figure 5 are the reference curves we want to map all 
the pixels. We define the reference response curve for a single channel as a curve 
having a gamma shape where its zero level is the maximum of the minimum and its 
maximum value is the minimum of the maximum the projector can display. The 
gamma value is our experiment set to 2.2. 

 



 

Figure 4 - Response curves computed for single exposure pictures. The top left is for 
the longest exposure (15s) and the bottom graph is for the shortest exposure used 

(1/30s). 

 

Figure 5 - Response curves for the two tested approaches. The left figure shows the 
responses curves for the approach summing the pictures and the right figure shows 

the response curves for the hdr approach. 

 



 

Figure 6 - Normalized response curves for the two tested approaches. The left figure 
shows the responses curves for the approach summing the pictures and the right 

figure shows the response curves for the hdr approach. 

 

Figure 7 - LUTs for the correction of the spatial non-uniformity. Left graph shows the 
LUTs computed for using the simple approach and right graphs shows the LUTs 

using the hdr approach. 

In Figure 3 we have shown the test image and the spatial locations (a grid with each 
node highlighted by a red circle) for which we have calculated a correction LUT. The 
pixels placed between the nodes are corrected by interpolation. 

We can see in Figure 8 and Figure 9 two examples of corrections applied to images. 
The correction by the first LUTs (i.e. those created by summing the pictures) do not 
provide good results. As we could have expected it the corrected images are much 
darker. 

The images corrected by the LUTs using the hdr image have also lost intensity, but 
they are still visually acceptable. The correction LUTs in Figure 7 will still give a 
gamma shape for the output intensity when a linear input is projected. 



The images in Figure 8 illustrates how is spatially corrected the image. The two grey 
images do not appear uniform, but once projected they should appear uniform. 

 

Figure 8 - Example of how is modified an image after the LUTs are applied. The original 
image was a grey image with all pixel values turned to 204. The top image is modified 

according to the simple LUTs and the bottom one is modified according to the hdr LUTs. 

Comments on the experimental setups 

We remind here that we have considered for this experiment only intensity spatial 
non-uniformity. Also no channel interactions were taken into account during the 
measurements: we assumed a complete additive system (e.g. measuring the green channel 
response alone is equivalent as measuring a grey ramp and extracting only the green 
response from the camera). 

Conclusion 

Our approach shows how simple it is to use the camera as an intensity measurement 
device: compute the relationship pixel value to exposure time for the camera, 
creation of hdr images and extraction of the spatial information. 

This approach does not guarantee to be accurate colorimetrically, but using a camera 
with sensors having similar properties as the CIE CMFs should allow correcting the 
colorimetric spatial non-uniformity or adding a step in our experimental process of 
camera color calibration. 



 

Figure 9 – Another example of how is an image is modified/corrected by the LUTs. Top 
image is the original image, bottom left is half of the image modified with the simple LUTs 

and bottom right is half of the image modified with the hdr LUTs. 

It is a “work in progress” article and we are building experiment to evaluate this 

approach for the spatial correction of tiled display installation. 
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